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REDUCING PROGRAMMING ERROR IN MEMORY DEVICES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application 60/747,106,

filed May 12, 2006; U.S. Provisional Patent Application 60/821,764, filed August 8, 2006;

and U.S. Provisional Patent Application 60/863,810, filed November 1, 2006; and U.S.

Provisional Patent Application 60/867,401, filed November 28, 2006. AU of these related

applications are incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to memory devices, and specifically to methods

and devices for reducing errors in data storage and readout.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Several types of memory devices, such as Flash memories and Dynamic Random

Access Memory (DRAM), use arrays of analog memory cells for storing data. Flash memory

devices are described, for example, by Bez et al., in "Introduction to Flash Memory,"

Proceedings of the IEEE 91:4 (April, 2003), pages 489-502, which is incorporated herein by

reference. In such memory devices, each analog memory cell typically comprises a transistor,

which holds a certain amount of electric charge that represents the information stored in the

cell. The electric charge written into a particular cell influences the "threshold voltage" of the

cell, i.e., the voltage that needs to be applied to the cell so that the cell will conduct current.

Some memory devices, commonly referred to as Single-Level Cell (SLC) devices,

store a single bit of information in each memory cell. Typically, the range of possible

threshold voltages of the cell is divided into two regions. A voltage value falling in one of the

regions represents a "0" bit value, and a voltage belonging to the second region represents "1".

Higher-density devices, often referred to as Multi-Level Cell (MLC) devices, store more than

one bit per memory cell. In multi-level cells, the range of threshold voltages is divided into

more than two regions, with each region representing more than one bit.

Multi-level Flash cells and devices are described, for example, by Eitan et al., in

"Multilevel Flash Cells and their Trade-Offs," Proceedings of the 1996 IEEE International

Electron Devices Meeting (IEDM) (New York, New York), pages 169-172, which is

incorporated herein by reference. The paper compares several kinds of multilevel Flash cells,

such as common ground, DINOR, AND, NOR and NAND cells. Other types of analog



memory cells that are known in the art include Nitride Read Only Memory (NROM)5

Ferroelectric RAM (FRAM), Magnetic RAM (MRAM) and Phase change RAM (PRAM, also

referred to as Phase Change Memory - PCM).

In some applications, the data stored in the memory device is encoded using an Error

Correcting Code (ECC). For example, Rodney and Sayano describe a number of on-chip

coding techniques for the protection of Random Access Memory (RAM) devices, which use

multi-level storage cells, in "On-Chip ECC for Multi-Level Random Access Memories,"

Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE/CAM Information Theory Workshop (June 25-29, 1989, Ithaca,

New York), which is incorporated herein by reference. As another' example, U.S. Patent

6,212,654, whose disclosure is incorporated herein by reference, describes methods for storing

data in an analog memory device using coded modulation techniques. Other ECC schemes for

multilevel memory devices are described in U.S. Patents 6,469,931 and 7,023,735, whose

disclosures are incorporated herein by reference.

The threshold voltage values read from analog memory cells are sometimes distorted.

The distortion may be due to various causes, such as electrical field coupling from

neighboring memory cells, disturb noise caused by operations on other cells in the array, and

threshold voltage drift caused by device aging. Some common distortion mechanisms are

described in the article by Bez et al., cited above.

U.S. Patent 5,867,429, whose disclosure is incorporated herein by reference, describes

a method for compensating for electric field coupling between floating gates of a high-density

Flash Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) cell array. A

reading of a cell is compensated by first reading the states of all cells that are field-coupled

with the cell being read. A number related to either the floating gate voltage or the state of

each coupled cell is then multiplied by the coupling ratio between the cells. The breakpoint

levels between states for each of the cells are adjusted by an amount that compensates for the

voltage coupled from adjacent cells.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Embodiments of the present invention provide a method for storing data in an array of

analog memory cells. The method includes defining a constellation of voltage levels to be

used in storing the data in the analog memory cells, and writing a part of the data to a first

analog memory cell in the array by applying to the analog memory cell a first voltage level

selected from the constellation. After writing the part of the data to the first analog memory



cell, a second voltage level that does not belong to the constellation is read from the first

analog memory cell. A modification to be made in writing to one or more of the analog

memory cells in the array is determined responsively to the second voltage level. Data are

written to the one or more of the analog memory cells subject to the modification.

In some embodiments, determining the modification includes selecting one or more

third voltage levels to be written respectively to one or more of the analog memory cells, and

writing to the one or more of the analog memory cells includes writing the one or more third

voltage levels to the one or more of the analog memory cells.

In a disclosed embodiment, selecting the one or more third voltage levels includes

determining a voltage correction to be applied to the first analog memory cell, and writing the

one or more third voltage levels includes adding charge to the first analog memory cell so as

to apply the voltage correction. Typically, defining the constellation includes defining a

matrix of codewords to represent the data, each codeword corresponding to a set of the voltage

levels in the constellation that are to be written to a corresponding set of the analog memory

cells, and determining the voltage correction includes finding a distance between the set of the

voltage levels, including the second voltage level, read from the corresponding set of the

analog memory cells and one of the codewords in the matrix, and choosing the voltage

correction so as to reduce the distance.

Writing the part of the data may include choosing a first codeword in the matrix to be

written to the corresponding set of the analog memory cells, and finding the distance may

include determining a first distance between the set of the voltage levels and the first

codeword and a second distance between the set of the voltage levels and a second codeword

in proximity to the first codeword, whereupon choosing the voltage correction includes

computing the voltage correction so as to reduce a ratio of the first distance to the second

distance.

Alternatively, the method may include, when the distance exceeds a maximal distance

criterion, rewriting the part of the data to the first analog memory cell.

In another embodiment, selecting the one or more third voltage levels includes

selecting a third voltage level from the constellation to be written to a second analog memory

cell. Typically, selecting the third voltage level includes choosing the third voltage level

responsively to both the first voltage level and the second voltage level, while applying



feedback coding so as to write multiple successive voltage levels representing the data to a

succession of the analog memory cells.

Applying the feedback coding may include choosing the first voltage level

responsively to a probability density function (PDF), which relates the data to the voltage

levels that are to be used in storing the data in the analog memory cells, and choosing the third

voltage level may include updating the PDF responsively to the first and second voltage

levels, and choosing the third voltage level responsively to the updated PDF. When the

M
constellation includes 2 voltage levels in each of the analog memory cells, wherein M > 1,

and choosing the third voltage level may include partitioning the PDF into 2 sub-intervals

M
corresponding to the 2 voltage levels, selecting one of the sub-intervals responsively to a

value of the data, and choosing the third voltage level that corresponds to the selected one of

the sub-intervals.

Additionally or alternatively, writing the part of the data may include writing

respective first voltage levels to a first group of the memory cells in a first row in the array,

wherein the second analog memory cell belongs to a second group of the memory cells in a

second row of the array, to which the one or more third voltage levels are written after writing

to the memory cells in the first row, and wherein each of the memory cells is located in a

respective column, and selecting the third voltage level includes determining a respective third

voltage level to write to each of the memory cells in the second group responsively to the

second voltage level read from one of the first group of the memory cells in the same

respective column.

Further additionally or alternatively, writing the part of the data may include

simultaneously writing respective first voltage levels to a first group of the memory cells in a

first row in the array, wherein the first and second analog memory cells are chosen from

among the memory cells in the group responsively to an ordering of the voltage levels to be

written to the memory cells.

In some embodiments, the constellation has a first voltage resolution, and reading the

second voltage level includes determining the second voltage level with a second voltage

resolution that is finer than the first voltage resolution.

Typically, the memory cells are selected from a set of memory cell types consisting of

Flash memory cells, Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) cells, Phase Change



Memory (PCM) cells, Nitride Read-Only Memory (NROM) cells, and Magnetic Random

Access Memory (MRAM) cells.

In a disclosed embodiment, the constellation of the voltage levels includes at least four

voltage levels per cell.

In some embodiments, the constellation is modified responsively to the second voltage

level. In one embodiment, modifying the constellation includes increasing at least one of the

voltage levels to be used in storing the data.

In other embodiments, the modification includes changing a number of error correction

bits that are to be added to a word of the data.

There is also provided, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention,

apparatus for storing data, including:

a read/write unit, which is coupled to an array of analog memory cells so as to write a

part of the data to a first analog memory cell in the array by applying to the analog memory

cell a first voltage level selected from a predefined constellation of voltage levels, and which

is configured to read from the first analog memory cell, after writing the part of the data

thereto, a second voltage level that does not belong to the constellation; and

a signal processing unit, which is configured to determine, responsively to the second

voltage level, a modification to be made in writing to one or more of the analog memory cells

in the array, and to instruct the read/write unit to write to the one or more of the analog

memory cells subject to the modification.

The present invention will be more fully understood from the following detailed

description of the embodiments thereof, taken together with the drawings in which:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a memory system, in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a schematic circuit diagram that illustrates a memory cell array, in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a schematic plot of voltage distribution in an array of multi-level memory

cells, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a schematic plot of constellation points and voltage values used in

programming a memory device with encoded data, in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention;



Fig. 5 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a method for programming a

memory device, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 6 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a method for programming a

memory device, in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

OVERVIEW .

Some analog memory devices use a process of "program and verify" (P&V) in writing

information to the memory cells. In a typical P&V process, a cell is programmed by

applying a sequence of voltage pulses, whose voltage level increases from pulse to pulse. The

programmed voltage level is read ("verified") after each pulse, and the iterations continue until

the desired level is reached. P&V processes are described, for example, by Jung et al., in "A

2
117mm 3.3V Only 128Mb Multilevel NAND Flash Memory for Mass Storage Applications,"

ZEEE Journal of Solid State Circuits 11:31 (November, 1996), pages 1575-1583, and by

Takeuchi et al., in "A Multipage Cell Architecture for High-Speed Programming Multilevel

NAND Flash Memories," ZEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits 33:8 (August,), pages 1228-

1238, which are both incorporated herein by reference.

The embodiments of the present invention that are described hereinbelow improve

upon the conventional program-and-verify model by measuring the voltages of analog

memory cells against a set of levels that are different from the constellation of levels that

correspond to the data values that may be written to the cells. Typically, although not

necessarily, the set of levels used in measuring the cell voltages has finer resolution, i.e., is

more tightly spaced, than the set of levels in the write constellation. The measured voltage

levels may then be used, for example, in providing fine correction to the amount of charge

already stored in the cells, or in a feedback coding scheme for determining the voltage levels

to be used in writing to subsequent cells in the array.

These fine correction and measurement schemes increase the accuracy of programming

the memory and thus reduce the likelihood of data error at readout. Such schemes may thus be

used in enhancing memory reliability or, alternatively or additionally, in achieving increased

storage density and/or lifetime.



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a memory system 20, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. System 20 can be used in various

host systems and devices, such as in computing devices, cellular phones or other

communication terminals, removable memory modules (such as "disk-on-key" devices),

digital cameras, music and other media players and/or any other system or device in which

data is stored and retrieved. In a typical application, memory system 20 interacts with a

memory controller 22, i.e., accepts data for storage from the memory controller and outputs

data that are stored in memory to the memory controller when requested.

System 20 comprises a memory device 24, which stores data in a memory cell array

28. The memory array comprises multiple analog memory cells 32. In the context of the

present patent application and in the claims, the term "analog memory cell" is used to describe

any memory cell that holds a continuous, analog value of a physical parameter, such as an

electrical voltage or charge. Array 28 may comprise analog memory cells of any kind, such

as, for example, NAND or NOR Flash cells, or PCM, NROM, FRAM, MRAM or DRAM

cells. The charge levels stored in the cells and/or the analog voltages written into and read out

of the cells are referred to herein collectively as analog values.

Data for storage in memory device 24 are provided to the device and cached in data

buffers 36. The data are then converted to analog voltages and written into memory cells 32

using a reading/writing (R/W) unit 40, whose functionality is described in greater detail

below. When reading data out of array 28, unit 40 converts the electric charge, and thus the

analog voltages, of memory cells 32, into digital samples. The samples are cached in buffers

36. The samples produced by unit 40 are referred to as soft samples. The operation and

timing of memory device 24 are managed by control logic 48.

Storage and retrieval of data in and out of memory device 24 are performed by a

Memory Signal Processor (MSP) 52. MSP 52 intermediates between memory device 24 and

memory controller 22 or other host. As will be shown in detail hereinbelow, MSP 52 applies

novel methods in determining the analog values that are to be written to memory array 28 in

order to improve the reliability and storage density of the data.

MSP 52 comprises an encoder/decoder 64, which typically encodes the data to be

written to device 24 using an error correcting code (ECC), and decodes the ECC when reading

data out of device 24. A signal processing unit 60 processes the data that are written into and



retrieved from device 24. In particular, as data are programmed into cells 32, unit 60 receives

digital samples that are indicative of the measured voltage levels of the cells, and then

determines further voltage levels to be written (to the same cells and/or other cells) on this

basis. Techniques that may be used by unit 60 for this purpose are described in detail

herembelow with reference to Figs. 4-6. Alternatively or additionally, these techniques may

be implemented, mutatis mutandis, in the circuitry of memory device 24, and specifically in

R/W unit 40.

MSP 52 comprises a data buffer 72, which is used by unit 60 for storing data and for

; interfacing with memory device 24. MSP 52 also comprises an Input/Output (I/O) buffer 56,

which forms an interface between the MSP and the host. A memory management unit 76

manages the operation and timing of MSP 52. Signal processing unit 60 and management unit

76 may be implemented in hardware. Alternatively, unit 60 and/or unit 76 may comprise

microprocessors that run suitable software, or a combination of hardware and software

elements. Further alternatively, memory controller 22 or even a host processor may be

configured to carry out some or all of the functions of the signal processing and management

units that are described hereinbelow, as well as other functions of MSP 52.

The configuration of Fig. 1 is an exemplary system configuration^ which is shown

purely for the sake of conceptual clarity. Any other suitable configuration can also be used.

Elements that are not necessary for understanding the principles of the present invention, such

as various interfaces, addressing circuits, timing and sequencing circuits, data scrambling

circuits and debugging circuits, have been omitted from the figure for clarity.

In the exemplary system configuration shown in Fig. 1, memory device 24 and MSP

52 are implemented as two separate Integrated Circuits (ICs). In alternative embodiments,

however, the memory device and MSP may be integrated in a single IC or System on Chip

(SoC). In some implementations, a single MSP 52 may be connected to ' multiple memory

devices 24. Additional architectural and functional aspects of system 20 and other possible

embodiments of the present invention are described in greater detail in U.S. Provisional Patent

Application 60/867,399 and in a PCT patent application entitled, "Combined Distortion

Estimation and Error Correction Coding for Memory Devices," filed on even date, both of

which are incorporated herein by reference.

. . . In a typical writing operation, data to be written into memory device 24 are accepted

from the host and cached in I/O buffer 56. Encoder/decoder 64 encodes the data, and the



encoded data are transferred, via data buffers 72, to memory device 24. In device 24 the data

are temporarily stored in buffers 36. R/W unit 40 converts the data to analog voltage values

and writes the data (as analog voltage values) into the appropriate cells 32 of array 28. After

writing the analog voltage values to a cell or group of cells, R/W unit 40 reads the analog

voltage values from the cell(s) and converts the voltages to soft digital samples. The samples

are cached in buffers 36 and transferred to buffers 72 of MSP 52. Signal processing unit 60

processes the data samples, using methods that are described hereinbelow, in order to

determine data values to be written subsequently by R/W unit.

When data are to be read out of system 20 to controller 22, R W unit 40 reads the

analog voltage values from the appropriate cells and converts these voltage values to digital

samples in buffers 36. Blocks of data are transferred from buffers 72 to unit 60, and

encoder/decoder 64 decodes the ECC of these blocks. Encoder/decoder 64 may use distortion

estimation provided by unit 60 to improve the performance of the ECC decoding process (as

described in the above-mentioned PCT patent application). The decoded data are transferred

via I/O buffer 56 to the memory controller or host.

MEMORY ARRAY STRUCTURE AND PROGRAMMING

Fig. 2 is a diagram that schematically illustrates memory cell array 28, in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention. Although cells 32 in Fig. 2 represent Flash

memory cells, which are connected in a particular array configuration, the principles of the

present invention are applicable to other types of memory cells and other array configurations,

as well. Some exemplary cell types and array configurations that may be used in this context

are described in the references cited in the Background section above.

Memory cells 32 of array 28 are arranged in a grid having multiple rows and columns.

Each cell 32 comprises a floating-gate Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) transistor. A

certain amount of electrical charge (electrons or holes) can be stored in a particular cell by

applying appropriate voltage levels to the transistor gate, source and drain. The value stored in

the cell can be read by measuring the threshold voltage of the cell, which is defined as the

minimal voltage that must be applied to the gate of the transistor in order to cause the

transistor to conduct. The read threshold voltage is indicative of the charge stored in the cell.

In the exemplary configuration of Fig. 2, the gates of the transistors in each row are

connected by word lines 80. The sources of the transistors in each column are connected by bit



lines 84. In some embodiments, such as in some NOR cell devices, the sources are connected

to the bit lines directly. In alternative embodiments, such as in some NAND cell devices, the

bit lines are connected to strings of floating-gate cells.

Typically, R/W unit 40 reads the threshold voltage of a particular cell 32 by applying

varying voltage levels to its gate (i.e., to the word line to which the cell is connected) and

checking whether the drain current of the cell exceeds a certain threshold (i.e., whether the

transistor conducts). Unit 40 usually applies a sequence of different voltage values to the word

line to which the cell is connected, and determines the lowest gate voltage value for which the

drain current exceeds the threshold. Unit 40 then outputs a digital sample to data buffers 36

corresponding to this gate voltage, thus indicating the voltage level of the cell. Typically, unit

40 reads an entire row of cells, also referred to as a page, simultaneously. Alternatively, unit

40 may read cells individually.

In some embodiments, unit 40 measures the drain current by pre-charging the bit line

of the cell to a certain voltage level. Once the gate voltage is set to the desired value, the drain

current causes the bit line voltage to discharge through the cell. Unit 40 measures the bit line

voltage several microseconds after the gate voltage is applied, and compares the bit line

voltage to the threshold hi some embodiments, each bit line 84 is connected to a respective

sense amplifier (not shown in the figures), which compares the bit line voltage to the threshold

using a comparator.

The above method of voltage reading is described solely by way of example.

Alternatively, R/W unit 40 may use any other suitable method for reading the threshold

voltages of cells 32. For example, unit 40 may comprise one or more Analog to Digital

Converters (not shown in the figures), which convert the bit line voltages to digital samples.

In some embodiments, entire pages (rows) are written and read in parallel. Typically,

adjacent pages are written in succession, one after another. In alternative embodiments, cells

are written sequentially across each row and may likewise be read sequentially.

Fig. 3 is a schematic plot showing voltage distributions in memory cell array 28, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 3 demonstrates inaccuracy that

can occur in writing values to the memory cell array, hi the example of Fig. 3, each cell 32

stores two bits of information using a constellation of four nominal threshold voltage levels. In

order to store two data bits in a memory cell, R/W unit 40 writes one of the four nominal



voltage levels into the cell. In the present example, voltage level 9OA corresponds to "11 " bit

values. Voltage levels 9OB...9OD correspond to "01", "00" and "10" bit values, respectively.

Although the R/W unit writes a particular nominal voltage level, the actual threshold

voltage level of the cell usually deviates from the nominal level, because of distortion

mechanisms and other nonuniformities. Curves 92A...92D show an exemplary voltage

distribution created during the initial program stage of a program-and-verify procedure. Curve

92A shows the distribution of voltages in the cells that store "11" bit values. Curves 92B, 92C

and 92D show the voltage distribution in the cells that store "01", "00" and "10" bit values,

respectively.

For purposes of verification, a different set of voltage levels is used - in this case a set

of levels with finer resolution than the constellation of write voltages represented by levels

9OA . . . 9OD. The total range of threshold voltages is divided in this example into sixteen

intervals 96 by defining fifteen read thresholds 94. Thus, R/W unit 40 reads the threshold

voltage levels of the memory cells using four-bit conversion, depending on the decision

interval in which the threshold level read from the cell falls. MSP 52 uses this readout in

determining voltages to be written to array 28 subsequently, as described in detail

hereinbelow. The particular read thresholds and intervals shown in Fig. 3 were chosen solely

by way of example. The R/W unit may alternatively use different read thresholds, at different

voltages and at higher or lower resolution (bits/sample), depending on performance

requirements.

CORRECTING CELL VOLTAGE VALUES

Fig. 4 is a schematic plot of a matrix of constellation points 150 and corresponding

voltage values used in programming memory device 24 with encoded data, in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention. Each constellation point 150 represents a legal

codeword. As explained above, encoder/decoder 64 encodes input data words that are to be

written to memory array 28 in multi-bit codewords, which are then stored over groups of cells

32. The size of the group of cells depends on the length of the codeword, and may typically

extend over an entire page of the array. In this example, however, for the sake of simplicity, it

is assumed that three bits of input data are encoded at rate 3/4 and are thus stored as a four-bit

codeword in two cells. The two bits stored in each cell are represented by respective voltage

levels V i and V2, which may be set to values A, B, C and D. Points 150 in the codeword



constellation represent the eight pairs of voltage values that may legally correspond to input

data words. More generally, if each codeword in a given coding scheme is to be stored over a

group of m cells, then the constellation of legal voltage values could be represented as a

matrix of points in an /rø-dimensional space.

As explained above, the actual voltage values read from cells 32 in array 28 typically

spread over a range of values around the nominal values represented by constellation points

150. Thus, in the example shown in Fig. 4, a pair of cells, represented by the respective

voltage levels V and V2, were programmed with an intent to write the voltages represented

by a target constellation point 150a. Because of distortion mechanisms and programming

inaccuracies, however, the actual voltages of the cells, represented by an initial point 152, may

deviate on one or both axes from the nominal values of target constellation point 150a. As a

result, when the voltage values are subsequently read out and decoded, the codeword may be

erroneously identified as corresponding to another nearby constellation point 150b

(particularly if distortion mechanisms in device 24 cause a subsequent shift in the voltage

values that are read out).

In order to reduce the effect of this sort of error, R/W unit 40 reads out the voltage

levels V \ and V2 in the verify stage with resolution that is finer than the nominal resolution of

the constellation, as illustrated by thresholds 94 and intervals 96 in Fig. 3. Signal processing

unit 60 (or alternatively, the R/W unit itself) determines a voltage addition ∆V that may be

applied to one or more of the cells so as to bring the voltage levels to a corrected point 154

that is closer to target constellation point 150a, without approaching any of the other

constellation points. An exemplary method for this purpose is described below with reference

to Fig. 5. This correction mechanism reduces the likelihood of error upon readout. It can thus

be used to enhance the reliability of system 20 or, alternatively or additionally, to permit the

storage of data in the system with greater density.

Fig. 5 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a method for programming memory

device 24, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Initially, as explained

above, R/W unit 40 programs a block of cells 32, such as a page, in array 28 with the nominal

voltage levels of the constellation point corresponding to the bits of a codeword generated by

MSP 52, at a program step 160. The R/W unit then reads out the voltage levels of the cells in

the block that it has programmed, at a verification step 162. As noted above, the readout is



performed using a different set of voltage levels from the nominal write levels used at step

160. Typically, the readout is performed with finer resolution, using thresholds 94 (Fig. 3), for

example. The R/W unit passes the voltage levels that it has read out, in the form of digital

sample values, to signal processing unit 60.

The signal processing unit finds the location of initial point 152 corresponding to this

set of voltage readout values in the w-dimensional constellation space, and calculates the

distance of the initial point from the target constellation point, at a distance computation step

164. Any suitable distance measure, such as the Euclidean (sum of squares) distance, may be

used at this step. The signal processing unit may also find the distances from th initial point

to other nearby constellation points. Referring to the example shown in Fig. 4, the signal

processing unit will find the distances from point 152 to points 150a and 150b, and possibly to

other nearby constellation points.

Signal processing unit 60 compares the distance from the initial point to target point

150a with the distances to other constellation points, at a distance checking step 166. For

example, the signal processing unit may find the ratio of these distances. If the ratio is smaller

than a predefined threshold, for example, less than 1/2, then the signal processing unit may

conclude that the present codeword has been written correctly, and may proceed to the next

block of cells. Alternatively or additionally, another threshold may be defined such that if the

distance from the initial point to target 150a is smaller than then threshold, then the signal

processing unit concludes that the present codeword has been written correctly, without

reference to the ratio.

If the ratio is too large, however, the signal processing unit checks whether it is

possible to improve the ratio by correcting the voltage in one or more of the cells in the

present block, at a correction checking step 168. Typically, the signal processing unit

determines whether, by adding charge to one or more of the cells, it will be possible to

decrease the ratio, i.e. to bring the set of cell voltages closer to the target constellation point

without reducing substantially the distances to other constellation points. In the example

shown in Fig. 4, adding charge corresponding to voltage ∆V to one of the cells will bring the

voltage levels from initial point 152 to corrected point 154, which is near target point 150a

and farther from point 150b. The signal processing unit instructs R/W unit 40 to apply the

appropriate voltage to the cell or cells in question, at a charge addition step 170. The new

charge level may optionally be verified, and the process then moves on to the next codeword.



Alternatively, signal processing unit 60 may conclude at step 168 that it is not possible

to correct the initial point written at step 160. The reason may be that the initial point is too

far from the target point to be effectively corrected by addition of charge to the cells, or that

attempting to correct the voltage will bring the point too close to an incorrect constellation

point, or that charge must be removed from one or more of the cells (which is not possible

without erasure of the cells). In this case, the signal processing unit may instruct R/W unit 40

to rewrite the entire block. Optionally, the codeword may be revised before writing to contain

a greater number of bits, by adding parity bits, for example (or the number of data bits

encoded by the codeword may be reduded), thereby effectively spacing constellation points

150 farther apart in the constellation space. Increasing the size of the codeword in this

manner effectively reduces the information capacity of the block in question. Methods for

adapting information storage to the achievable capacity of memory cells in an array are

described further, for example, in a PCT patent application entitled "Memory Device with

Adaptive Capacity," filed on even date, which is assigned to the assignee of the present patent

application and whose disclosure is incorporated herein by reference.

The R/W unit then returns to verify the rewritten block at step 162, and the process of

verification and possible correction is repeated, as described above. If the signal processing

unit returns to step 168 and again finds the point written at step 172 to be too far from the

target point, it may mark the current block in array 28 as a bad block, and then proceed to

rewrite the current codeword to another block in the array.

The addition of charge to target cells at step 170 is useful when the cell voltage is

found at step 164 to be lower than that of the target point. Alternatively, in some cases, such

as when the measured cell voltage is above that of the target point, MSP 52 may decide to

modify the constellation, typically by increasing the voltage levels of the constellation. (A

drawback of this approach is that the use of higher programming voltages may cause a high

level of wear to the memory cells.) The MSP may add to the data an indication that the

constellation levels have been increased, by setting a flag, for example.

Although the method of Fig. 5 is described above in the context of correcting cell

voltages at the time of programming, the principle of this method may be applied at long

periods (even years) after programming, in order to combat distortions due to aging and

leakage current.



REDUCING PROGRAMMING ERRORS USING FEEDBACK

Fig. 6 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a method for programming device

24, in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention. This method uses

feedback coding, in which signal processing unit 60 applies the values of voltage written to

preceding cells in determining the voltage to be written to the current cell. The basic

principles of feedback coding in communication systems are described, for example, by

Horstein, in "On the Design of Signals for Sequential and Nonsequential Detection Systems

with Feedback," IEEE Transactions on Information Theory IT-12:4 (October, 1966), pages

448-455, which is incorporated herein by reference.

The method of Fig. 6 is initiated when signal processing unit 60 receives a data word

(or a sequence of multiple words) to be written to array 28, at a data reception step 180. In

Flash memories, as noted above, each word may correspond to an entire page (row) of cells

32, and the voltage values corresponding to the bits of the word may be written to all the cells

in the page simultaneously. Furthermore, these voltage values may correspond to two or more

bits per cell. For purposes of simplicity in the present explanation, however, it will first be

assumed that the cell voltages are written to the array sequentially, cell by cell, and that the

voltages represent a single bit per cell. Extensions of the principles of this method to multiple

bits per cell and to simultaneous programming of multiple cells are described further

hereinbelow.

For the sake of the feedback coding scheme, the sequence of bits that is to be written to

a sequential group of cells is represented as a "floating point" number x, wherein 0 < x < 1. In

other words, the information bits to be stored in the array are the bits in the binary 2's

complement representation of x, normalized to the range 0 < x < 1, starting from the most

significant bit (MSB) and moving sequentially to the right. Signal processing unit 60

determines the voltage value to be written to each cell by applying a probability distribution

function (PDF) to the bits in x, at a voltage computation step 182. For purposes of computing

the PDF in the simplified method that follows, array 28 is assumed to behave as a binary

symmetric channel (BSC), meaning that each bit is written correctly to a cell in the array with

probability 1-p, or incorrectly with error probability p. Before writing the first bit, the PDF is

uniform over the interval [0,1). Alternatively, the method may be adapted to use other

representations of error probability and PDF, such as a Gaussian representation.



In the first iteration through step 182, using the initial PDF, signal processing unit 60

instructs R/W unit 40 to write the voltage value corresponding to "1" to the first cell in the

block in question if x > 0.5 and "0" otherwise. The R/W unit writes this value to the first cell,

at a writing step 184. It then reads out the voltage value that is actually recorded in the cell, at

a reading step 186. As noted above, the R/W unit typically reads out the voltage value with

higher resolution than the binary constellation of write levels.

The signal processing unit updates the PDF based on the voltage value read from the

cell, at a PDF update step 188. After the first iteration through step 188, the PDF will be

piecewise-constant with two levels, according whether the voltage read from the cell was

above or below the nominal threshold voltage between the "1" and "0" voltage values. For

example, if the voltage read from the cell corresponds to "1", the signal processing unit will

set the PDF to equal=2(l-p) for 0.5 <x < 1 and 2p for 0 <x < 0.5. (In contrast to the method of

Fig. 5, the signal processing unit does not attempt to adjust the voltage of the first cell, even if

the voltage corresponds to an incorrect bit value, but rather proceeds to program the

subsequent cells. The feedback coding scheme implemented by the present method will

inherently compensate for these errors while permitting the amount of information actually

stored in array 28 to approach the theoretical storage capacity.)

At the next iteration through step 182, to determine the voltage value to be written to

the next cell, signal processing unit 60 calculates the median point of the PDF (i.e., the point

m for which the probability that x < m is 0.5), in accordance with the latest update of the PDF

at step 188. The signal processing unit instructs R/W unit 40 to write a voltage value

corresponding to "1" to the next cell if x is larger than the median, and "0" otherwise. The

voltage values that are chosen for writing to the cells are thus based both on the values of data

bits that are to be stored in the memory and on the values of the voltages that are actually

written to the memory.

After programming and reading the appropriate voltage value at steps 184 and 186, the

signal processing unit again updates the PDF at step 188. At this iteration, the signal

processing unit divides the PDF into three intervals, by splitting either the lower interval (0 <

x < 0.5) or the upper interval (0.5 < x < 1) at the median point found at step 182. It then

multiplies the PDF in either the interval above the median or the interval below the median by

(1-p), depending on whether the voltage read out of the current cell corresponds to "1" or "0",

and multiplies the PDF by p in the other interval. The resulting PDF is then normalized



(multiplied by a constant) so that its integral from O to 1 will be 1. The PDF will now be

piecewise-constant with three levels.

This process continues iteratively, wherein at each pass through step 182, signal

processing unit 60 outputs the voltage value corresponding to "1" if x is larger than the current

median of the PDF, and "0" otherwise. Over many iterations, the PDF gradually takes the

shape of an impulse response at x . The amplitude of the impulse, relative to the baseline PDF

(corresponding to other data words), is indicative of the probability of error when the data are

read out of array 28. When the probability falls below a predetermined threshold, the iteration

terminates. !

Errors in writing data to array 28 (i.e., discrepancies between the voltage values read at

step 186 and those written at step 184) will delay the buildup of the impulse, but the impulse

will eventually build up as long as there are no errors in readout at step 186. It can be shown

that under these conditions, this feedback-based coding scheme causes information to be

stored in array 28 at a density approaching the theoretical capacity, and also attains the

theoretical limit for coding delay. In practice, this method may be combined with other

techniques for correcting read errors that may occur in readout of data from array 28.

The method described above may be generalized for use in multi-level memory cells,

M
which store M bits per cell. In this case, each cell has 2 possible input and output levels,

with a probability P(z,y) that a level i that is output by signal processing unit 60 will be written

to a memory cell as level j . Instead of calculating the median of the PDF at step 182, the

M-I M
signal processing unit finds the 2 points that partition the interval [0,1) into 2

equiprobable sub-intervals. For each successive cell, the signal processing unit then instructs

R/W unit 40 to write the voltage value corresponding to the interval that contains x . The

signal processing unit builds up the PDF at step 188 in the same manner, as a piecewise-

constant function (but with more sub-intervals than for the binary case).

Although the method described above depends on sequential coding and writing of bits

to successive cells, it may be adapted for use in devices, such as Flash memories, in which

R/W unit 40 writes data to a group of cells, such as a page (i.e., a row), simultaneously. For

this purpose, MSP 52 may code a sequence of words of data that are to be written to

successive pages. . Since each word is to be written to a corresponding page, it contains one

respective symbol to be written to each cell in the page, i.e., one symbol per column. The



MSP extracts the symbols in each column of the sequence of words and arranges these

symbols in succession so as to define a respective number x for that column, which is then

used in determining the values to be written to cells 32 on the corresponding bit line 84. In

other words, the symbols in the first column are extracted and arranged in order to define a

first word, which is written to the cells on the first bit line, and so forth. The signal processing

unit then determines and updates the respective PDF for each bit line of array 28, and uses this

specific PDF in determining the voltage value to be written on the corresponding bit line in

each page that it sends to R/W unit 40.

It is not necessary that all the symbols tliat are to go into a respective number x for

purposes of feedback coding be known in advance. Rather, the signal processing unit may

begin the coding process of Fig. 6 with only one or a few initial symbols, which define the

most significant bits of x . As new symbols arrive, the signal processing unit refines the value

of x accordingly, so that refinement of the PDF proceeds in parallel with refinement of the

number that is stored.

As another alternative, MSP 52 may take advantage of the way in which many Flash

memories write data to cells 32 on a common word line 80 in order to perform feedback

coding of data within each page. As noted above, in the course of writing a given page, R/W

unit 40 applies pulses of gradually increasing voltage on the corresponding word line. When

the voltage reaches the level to which a given cell in that page is to be charged, the R/W unit

switches the corresponding bit line to stop the charging of that cell. Thus, writing to different

cells in the same page will be completed at different times, depending on the respective

voltage values that are to be written to the cells. In order to code the values, the signal

processing unit arranges them in order of increasing value, which will typically differ from the

order of the corresponding cells in the page. The method described above may then be

applied, mutatis mutandis.

Alternatively or additionally, feedback techniques may be applied in determining the

number of ECC (parity) bits to be used in encoding data. For example, after data have been

written to a first group of memory cells, and R/W unit 40 has read out the voltage values from

these memory cells, MSP 52 may process these voltage values in order to decide how many

ECC parity bits are required to ensure the reliability of the programmed data. ECC encoder 64

than calculates these parity bits for-subsequent data, and in the resultant codewords are written

to a second group of memory cells. Techniques of this sort for adaptive capacity adjustment



are described further in the above-mentioned PCT patent application entitled "Memory Device

with Adaptive Capacity."

Although the embodiments described above relate, for the sake of clarity, to the

specific device architecture and features shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the principles of the present

invention may similarly be applied in memory devices of other types, including not only solid-

state memories, but also disk memories. Furthermore, although these embodiments relate

primarily to prevention of errors that may occur in the stages of programming a memory

device, the methods described above may be used advantageously in conjunction with other

techniques for enhancing reliability and capacity of memory devices based on distortion

estimation and correction of errors that may occur at other stages of programming and readout.

It will thus be appreciated that the embodiments described above are cited by way of

example, and that the present invention is not limited to what has been particularly shown and

described hereinabove. Rather, the scope of the present invention includes both combinations

and subcombinations of the various features described hereinabove, as well as variations and

modifications thereof which would occur to persons skilled in the art upon reading the

foregoing description and which are not disclosed in the prior art.



CLAIMS

1. A method for storing data in an array of analog memory cells, the method comprising:

defining a constellation of voltage levels to be used in storing the data in the analog

memory cells;

writing a part of the data to a first analog memory cell in the array by applying to the

analog memory cell a first voltage level selected from the constellation;

after writing the part of the data to the first analog memory cell, reading from the first

analog memory cell a second voltage level that does not belong to the constellation;

determining, respdnsively to the second voltage level, a modification to be made in

writing to one or more of the analog memory cells in the array; and

writing to the one or more of the analog memory cells subject to the modification.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein determining the modification comprises

selecting one or more third voltage levels to be written respectively to one or more of the

analog memory cells, and wherein writing to the one or more of the analog memory cells

comprises writing the one or more third voltage levels to the one or more of the analog

memory cells.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein selecting the one or more third voltage

levels comprises determining a voltage correction to be applied to the first analog memory

cell, and wherein writing the one or more third voltage levels comprises adding charge to the

first analog memory cell so as to apply the voltage correction.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein defining the constellation comprises

defining a matrix of codewords to represent the data, each codeword corresponding to a set of

the voltage levels in the constellation that are to be written to a corresponding set of the analog

memory cells, and

wherein determining the voltage correction comprises finding a distance between the

set of the voltage levels, including the second voltage level, read from the corresponding set of

the analog memory cells and one of the codewords in the matrix, and choosing the voltage

correction so as to reduce the distance.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein writing the part of the data comprises

choosing a first codeword in the matrix to be written to the corresponding set of the analog

memory cells, and



wherein finding the distance comprises determining a first distance between the set of

the voltage levels and the first codeword and a second distance between the set of the voltage

levels and a second codeword in proximity to the first codeword, and

wherein choosing the voltage correction comprises computing the voltage correction

so as to reduce a ratio of the first distance to the second distance.

6. The method according to claim 4, and comprising, when the distance exceeds a

maximal distance criterion, rewriting the part of the data to the first analog memory cell.

7. The method according to claim 2, wherein selecting the one or more third voltage

levels comprises selecting a third voltage leyel from the constellation to be written to a second

analog memory cell.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein selecting the third voltage level comprises

choosing the third voltage level responsively to both the first voltage level and the second

voltage level.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein choosing the third voltage level comprises

applying feedback coding so as to write multiple successive voltage levels representing the

data to a succession of the analog memory cells.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein applying the feedback coding comprises

choosing the first voltage level responsively to a probability density function (PDF), which

relates the data to the voltage levels that are to be used in storing the data in the analog

memory cells, and

wherein choosing the third voltage level comprises updating the PDF responsively to

the first and second voltage levels, and choosing the third voltage level responsively to the

updated PDF.

M
11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the constellation comprises 2 voltage

levels in each of the analog memory cells, wherein M > 1, and wherein choosing the third

M M
voltage level comprises partitioning the PDF into 2 sub-intervals corresponding to the 2

voltage levels, selecting one of the sub-intervals responsively to a value of the data, and

choosing the third voltage level that corresponds to the selected one of the sub-intervals.



12. The method according to claim 7, wherein writing the part of the data comprises

writing respective first voltage levels to a first group of the memory cells in a first row in the

array, and

wherein the second analog memory cell belongs to a second group of the memory cells

in a second row of the array, to which the one or more third voltage levels are written after

writing to the memory cells in the first row, and

wherein each of the memory cells is located in a respective column, and wherein

selecting the third voltage level comprises determining a respective third voltage level to write

to each of the memory cells in the second group responsively the second voltage level read

from one of the first group of the memory cells in the same respective column.

13. The method according to claim 7, wherein writing the part of the data comprises

simultaneously writing respective first voltage levels to a first group of the memory cells in a

first row in the array, and comprising choosing the first and second analog memory cells from

among the memory cells in the group responsively to an ordering of the voltage levels to be

written to the memory cells.

14. The method according to any of claims 1-13, wherein the constellation has a first

voltage resolution, and wherein reading the second voltage level comprises determining the

second voltage level with a second voltage resolution that is finer than the first voltage

resolution.

15. The method according to any of claims 1-13, wherein the memory cells are selected

from a set of memory cell types consisting of Flash memory cells, Dynamic Random Access

Memory (DRAM) cells, Phase Change Memory (PCM) cells, Nitride Read-Only Memory

(NROM) cells, and Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) cells.

16. The method according to any of claims 1-13, wherein the constellation of the voltage

levels comprises at least four voltage levels per cell.

17. The method according to any of claims 1-13, wherein determining the modification

comprises modifying the constellation responsively to the second voltage level.

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein modifying the constellation comprises

increasing at least one of the voltage levels to be used in storing the data.



19. The method according to any of claims 1-13, wherein determining the modification

comprises changing a number of error correction bits that are to be added to a word of the

data.

20. Apparatus for storing data, comprising:

a read/write unit, which is coupled to an array of analog memory cells so as to write a

part of the data to a first analog memory cell in the array by applying to the analog memory

cell a first voltage level selected from a predefined constellation of voltage levels, and which

is configured to read from the first analog memory cell, after writing the part of the data

thereto, a second voltage level that does not belong to the constellation; and

a signal processing unit, which is configured to determine, responsively to the second

voltage level, a modification to be made in writing to one or more of the analog memory cells

in the array, and to instruct the read/write unit to write to the one or more of the analog

memory cells subject to the modification.

21. The apparatus according to claim 20, wherein the signal processing unit, which is

configured to select, responsively to the second voltage level, one or more third voltage levels

to be written respectively to the one or more of the analog memory cells, and to instruct the

read/write unit to write the one or more third voltage levels to the one or more of the analog

memory cells.

22. The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein the one or more third voltage levels

comprise a voltage correction to. be applied to the first analog memory cell, and wherein the

read/write unit is configured to add charge to the first analog memory cell so as to apply the

voltage correction.

23. The apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the constellation is defined by a matrix

of codewords for representing the data, each codeword corresponding to a set of the voltage

levels in the constellation that are to be written to a corresponding set of the analog memory

cells, and

wherein the signal processing unit is configured to find a distance between the set of

the voltage levels, including the second voltage level, read from the corresponding set of the

analog memory cells and. one of the codewords in the matrix, and to choose the voltage

correction so as to reduce the distance.



24. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the signal processing unit is configured

to choose a first codeword in the matrix to be written to the corresponding set of the analog

memory cells, and to determine a first distance between the set of the voltage levels and the

first codeword and a second distance between the set of the voltage levels and a second

codeword in proximity to the first codeword, and to compute the voltage correction so as to

reduce a ratio of the first distance to the second distance.

2 5 . The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the signal processing unit is configured

to cause the read/write unit to rewrite the part of the data to the first analog memory cell when

the distance exceeds a maximal distance criterion.

26. The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein the signal processing unit is configured

to select, responsively to the second voltage level, a third voltage level from the constellation

to be written to a second analog memory cell in the vicinity of the first analog memory cell.

27. The apparatus according to claim 26, wherein the signal processing unit is configured

to select the third voltage level responsively to both the first voltage level and the second

voltage level.

28. The apparatus according to claim 27, wherein the signal processing unit is configured

to apply feedback coding so as to cause the read/write unit to write multiple successive voltage

levels representing the data to a succession of the analog memory cells.

29. The apparatus according to claim 28, wherein the signal processing unit is configured

to choose the first voltage level responsively to a probability density function (PDF), which

relates the data to the voltage levels that are to be used in storing the data in the analog

memory cells, and to update the PDF responsively to the first and second voltage levels, and

to choose the third voltage level responsively to the updated PDF.

M
30. The apparatus according to claim 29, wherein the constellation comprises 2 voltage

levels in each of the analog memory cells, wherein M > 1, and wherein the signal processing

M M
unit is configured to partition the PDF into 2 sub-intervals corresponding to the 2 voltage

levels, to select one of the sub-intervals responsively to a value of the data, and to choose the

third voltage level that corresponds to the selected one of the sub-intervals.



31. The apparatus according to claim 26, wherein the read-write unit is configured to write

respective first voltage levels to a first group of the memory cells in a first row in the array,

and to write the one or more third voltage levels to a second group of the memory cells in a

second row of the array after writing to the memory cells in the first row, wherein each of the

memory cells is located in a respective column, and

wherein the signal processing unit is configured to determine a respective third voltage

level to write to each of the memory cells in the second group responsively to the second

voltage level read from one of the first group of the memory cells in the same respective

column.

32. The method according to claim 26, wherein the read-write unit is configured to

simultaneously write respective first voltage levels to a first group of the memory cells in a

first row in the array, and

wherein the signal processing unit is configured to choose the first and second analog

memory cells from among the memory cells in the group responsively to an ordering of the

voltage levels to be written to the memory cells.

33. The apparatus according to any of claims 20-32, wherein the constellation has a first

voltage resolution, and wherein the second voltage level is determined with a second voltage

resolution that is finer than the first voltage resolution.

34. The apparatus according to any of claims 20-32, wherein the memory cells are selected

from a set of memory cell types consisting of Flash memory cells, Dynamic Random Access

Memory (DRAM) cells, Phase Change Memory (PCM) cells, Nitride Read-Only Memory

(NROM) cells, and Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) cells.

35. The apparatus according to any of claims 20-32, wherein the constellation of the

voltage levels comprises at least four voltage levels per cell.

36. The apparatus according to any of claims 20-32, wherein the signal processing unit is

configured to modify the constellation responsively to the second voltage level.

37. The apparatus according to claim 36, wherein the signal processing unit is configured

to increase at least one of the voltage levels in the constellation to be used in storing the data.



38. The apparatus according to any of claims 20-32, wherein the signal processing unit is

configured to change a number of error correction bits that are to be added to a word of the

data.
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